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Systems Leadership: improvising your way to 
change

Overall purpose: 

To offer you an opportunity to:

o explore the latest learning from current thinking and 

practice in Systems Leadership

o think together about what this means for you: how  

might you use this learning, individually and in your 

systems? 



Systems Leadership: improvising your way to 
change

• Context: 

Why leadership - and Systems  Leadership - matters 

• Overview: 

What Systems Leadership involves

• Learning from the field: 

Research, joint development and place-based work

• Small group working: 

Reflection and discussion



Context: increasing complexity and difficulty



Leadership is seen as a way of dealing with this 
complexity and difficulty

“System leadership has become less of a ‘nice to have’ and 

more of a ‘must have’.”
The Practice of System Leadership: King’s Fund Report, May 2015

“I’m committed to ensuring that NHS England plays its part in 

shared system leadership…it’s not a few heroic 

individuals…it’s a different type of leadership and a more 

nuanced range of management skills and behaviours.”
Simon Stevens, King’s Fund Annual Leadership Summit, Nov 2014



Systems  Leadership – taking leadership 
beyond your organisation: cross-sector, shared, 
ceded, partial, transformational

About leading: when you’re not in charge

when you need to ask

when it’s complex

when you have no money

Systemic – i.e. not piecemeal or divided 

into silos  - and based on shared ambition

Participative – i.e. involving many people’s 

energies, ideas, talent and expertise

Emergent – i.e. allows for partial/clumsy 

solutions, able to work with uncertainty

...and based on trust/relationships –

In other words, based on behaviours



Thinking about systems: 
making sense of what we see

A system: 

a set of individuals, 

organisations or 

bodies working 

together or interacting 

in some way as part of 

an interconnecting 

network; a complex 

whole



Thinking about systems: 
tools for making sense of what we see
Maturana & Varela – evolutionary biology

• Organisms, from single cells to eco-systems have a variety of 

characteristics in common

• They have evolved to be in a perfect relationship with their 

environment

• It is a symbiotic relationship, the organism/organisation defines the 

environment and the environment defines the organism

• Organisms are self-referencing, they act to preserve their own 

identity (autopoeisis)

• If there is an external source of perturbation the organism acts to 

kill it, be it internal or external.

• If the organism is held perturbed for sufficient time it adapts to this 

new condition.



Learning about Systems Leadership from the field:
Research, leadership development, practice

Research:
Systems Leadership: 

Exceptional leadership 

for exceptional times

Leadership 

Development:
Leadership for Change

Future Directors

Practice in Places:
Systems Leadership –

Local Vision; Pioneers; 

Vanguards; BCF



Learning from Systems Leadership research 

• Ghate, D., Lewis, J., and Welbourn, D., 

Systems Leadership: Exceptional Leadership 

for exceptional times.  The VSC, Nottingham, 

UK, 2013

• Synthesis paper brought together evidence 

and case studies from 7 source papers from 

England, USA, Canada, Australia and Denmark

• Research includes literature review, in-depth 

interviews with 29 leaders working across 

public services; case studies; reviews   

• Key findings identify ways of describing 

Systems Leadership; the best ways to achieve 

it; personal leadership styles of people who 

do it well;  and conditions it needs to flourish



Lessons from Systems Leadership research: 
Six ‘Ways of’

1. Ways of feeling (personal core 

values) – values & commitment

2. Ways of perceiving (observations 

and hearing)

− observing ‘from the balcony’ as 

well as ‘from the dance floor’

− allowing for the unseen and   

unpredicted

− seeking and hearing diverse views

− sensitivity to other narratives

3.   Ways of thinking (intellectual and 

cognitive abilities)

̶ curiosity

̶ synthesising complexity

̶ sense-making

4.   Ways of doing (enabling and 

empowering)

− narrative and communication

− enabling and supporting others

− repurposing and reframing existing  

structure and resources

5.   Ways of relating (relationships and 

participation)

̶ mutuality and empathy

̶ honesty and authenticity

̶ reflection, self-awareness and 

empathy

6.   Ways of being (personal qualities)

− bravery and courage to take risks

− resilience and patience

− drive, energy and optimism

− humility and magnanimity



Learning from Systems Leadership research: 
Characteristics and behaviours to look for

•Willingness to align around a shared 

purpose or ambition

•Able to build engagement/ relationships 

and really listen 

•Preference for outcomes over processes

• Not being bound up with role and with a 

willingness to take risks

• Able to work reasonably well with conflict 

and uncertainty 

• Having a strong commitment to a service 

in a particular place



So what do you need to do as a Systems Leader?

Leadership in systems is seldom done by 

one person….so Systems Leaders:

• Build long-term sense of shared ambition for 

a place

• Find the ‘real’ leaders who are making 

change happen, or (with support) could do so

• Build a network…bring people together –

offline – to think together

• Understand difference is more important than 

consensus – so cherish ‘outliers’ 

• Create conditions for an honest, difficult 

conversation



Lessons from leadership development 
programmes: developing leadership in places

• Relationships and shared purpose are crucial –

if you have these you can weather the storms

• Key benefits lie in increased connectivity and 

broader relationships

• You need political/senior level support

• Involve people in communities and go wider 

than you originally thought – it’s where energy 

lies

• Think about leadership going from senior to 

operational level – e.g. LB Merton’s “Do-ers” 

Group – and start implementing

• Get Public Health on board – they can play a 

central role



Lessons from Systems Leadership practice: 
Systems Leadership – Local Vision; Pioneers; BCF

National programme; extended to 

Pioneers and BCF places

c. 50 projects around England

Projects focus on health and care 

integration or wider wellbeing issues

Topics also include mental health, inter-

generational obesity, alcohol abuse and 

reducing social isolation

Support via Enablers on the ground; 

access to networks/ information



Learning from Pioneers and Local Vision places:
1) No-one said this was easy… 

• Places are finding it challenging to shift from a shared purpose/ 

high-level vision to a more detailed version – there comes a point 

where you need to put cards on the table

• Geography really does make a difference

• Powerful organisational imperatives can trump integration vision

• So you need to see yourself as a central enabler of system 

transformation – not just ‘going along with yet another initiative’ 

• And hence the value of Enabler role in holding people to the work



2) But there has been real progress - real change in 
Local Vision places and Pioneers

Wiltshire: 
Health and social care coming together in overall 

Systems Resilience Group; three demonstrator sites 

for integration; looking at longer-term partnerships 

with vol sector and better T&Cs for social care.

Cheshire West and Chester: 
Worked with local communities: identified different 

cohorts of people suffering social isolation and 

developed community-led approaches involving 

schools, HAs, faith groups. 

Dudley:
More community-based interventions to reduce 

service dependency/A&E admissions; joint 

Integration Team to oversee ‘rapid response unit’ in 

primary care - incl vol groups.



3) And this is starting to work its way through into 
people/HR issues and integrated teams

London WELC Pioneer:
Developed provider collaboratives to co-

ordinate services and use single budget for 

health and care across a population, 

including creating new workforce roles

Waverley DC/Birtley House: 
Looking to develop new roles in social care 

settings, including the Elizabeth Nurse –

more flexible across health/social care 

South Devon and Torbay Pioneer: 
Established children’s hub with multi-

disciplinary resources; frailty hub for 

Newton Abbott; integrated services for MH 

including GP link workers and multi-agency 

psychological therapies group



You can even use Systems Leadership approaches 
to share information…

Reproduced by kind permission of Waltham Forest CCG



General lessons from Systems Leadership work

• Be values-driven – align around shared purpose or ambition and be clear 

• Seek diverse perspectives and build engagement/relationships

• Be willing to suspend certainty and embrace uncertainty

• Have humility and think beyond your role – it’s a system

• Have the courage to experiment : allow for things to go wrong and adapt

• Be willing to give time – time you commit yourself; time for the programme

• Start anywhere, go everywhere



Systems Leadership:
Reflection and discussion 

• What are your wicked issues? How far are you using 

Systems Leadership to work with them?

• What else might you do to develop and promote 

Systems Leadership in your area? Where are the 

opportunities for you to use your influence and make 

wider connections? 



Feedback and looking ahead

• How might you want to use the learning in future:  

• Individually?

• In your organisations/areas?

• In your systems? 



What influence/connections do we have?
What actions might we take?



Systems Leadership – more information

www.localleadership.gov.uk

Debbie.sorkin@localleadership.gov.uk

@DebbieSorkin2

The Future will be Improvised - http://tiny.cc/revolution

Virtual Staff College research - http://tinyurl.com/VSCSEC

Pioneers One Year On report: http://tinyurl.com/olfozgx

Leadership for Change – www.leadershipforchange.org.uk

http://www.localleadership.gov.uk/
mailto:Debbie.sorkin@localleadership.gov.uk
http://tiny.cc/revolution
http://tinyurl.com/VSCSEC
http://tinyurl.com/olfozgx
http://www.leadershipforchange.org.uk/

